Growth of SiC wafer material, of heterostructures with alternating SiC crystal modifications (polytypes), and of oxide layers on SiC are of importance for potential electronic device applications. By investigation of hexagonal SiC surfaces the importance of atomic surface structure for control of the respective growth processes involved is elucidated. Different reconstruction phases prepared by ex situ hydrogen treatment or by Si deposition and annealing in vacuum were analyzed using scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) and low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) crystallography. The extremely efficient dangling bond saturation of the SiC(0001)-(3×3) phase allows step flow growth for monocrystalline homoepitaxial layers. A switch to cubic layer stacking can be induced on hexagonal SiC(0001) samples when a (
Introduction
Different prospective electronic applications of SiC put specific demands on the properties of SiC material used for the device production process. Generally, large scale fabrication of devices for applications such as high power, high frequency and high temperature requires high quality material to be available with good crystallinity and low defect density. This imposes a severe problem in the case of SiC due to the equal stability of different crystal structures (polytypes) in this material, 1 as will be outlined in Sec. 2. So, for a sufficient crystallinity the development of polytype grains with the corresponding grain boundaries has to be suppressed. As bulk-grown material, for example from the modified Lely growth method, 2 is not good enough for an electronic application, homoepitaxially grown films are commonly used for the device development. This requires establishing growth methods suitable for obtaining homo-polytype, well-ordered crystalline films on top of bulk-grown substrate wafers. We show in the present paper that the particular reconstruction geometry of the (3×3) phase on the SiC(0001) surface 3 is responsible that a given polytype can be copied by attaching new material at step edges when the substrate used is cut slightly tilted with respect to the basal plane (off-axis).
An important technological issue for the production of devices is the quality of oxide layers grown on SiC samples. In particular, in MOSFET devices and for passivation layers a low defect density is essential both in the oxide layer itself and at the SiC/SiO 2 interface. In fact, the density of states at the interface (D is ) is one of the most relevant factors determining the performance of a device. A major contribution to D is likely originates from structural defects at the interface, e.g. unsaturated dangling bonds. Even though the SiC and SiO 2 lattice parameters match within about 5% allowing for an epitaxial SiC/SiO 2 interface -in contrast to Si with a 25% misfit -the electronic quality of the substrate-oxide interface for Si is by far superior to that for SiC. 4 So, obviously, better control of the oxidation or oxide deposition process is necessary in order to utilize the full potential of SiC for electronic devices. This may be possible using a ( √ 3 × √ 3)R30
• -reconstructed oxide adlayer structure which can be induced by ex situ hydrogen treatment of SiC(0001)-or SiC(0001)-oriented samples 5 and promises to represent an excellent nucleation layer for oxide growth, as shown also in the paper.
Noteworthy is that the stability of SiC in different polytypes is accompanied by a considerable spread of gap values in their electronic band structure.
6,7
So, with their lattice parameters parallel to the hexagonal bilayers being practically equal, the development of strain-free heterostructures composed of different polytypes appears feasible. For such an application it is necessary to develop the means to switch between different polytypes during growth and obtain sharp, well-defined polytype interfaces. For the formation of such a heterojunction a flat surface is obviously needed during the growth process. Yet, in such cases island nucleation has been observed up to now leading to a large number of grain boundaries. 8 However, we can demonstrate that by careful control of the stoichiometry during the formation of a different (
• superstructure characterized by a Si adatom reconstruction 9 a crystal structure can be induced in the surface region which is different from that of the substrate.
Crystal Structure and Surface Termination
A silicon carbide crystal is composed of Si and C alternatingly bonded in tetrahedral coordination [cf. Fig. 1(a) ]. As shown in panel (b) of the figure, these Si-C clusters are arranged in a hexagonal bilayer structure similar to that in the diamond crystal structure, yet with Si and C separately occupying the sublayers of the bilayer. The nearly degenerate total energies of the two possible mutual orientations of adjacent bilayers [10] [11] [12] [13] leads to a (meta)stability of many different stacking sequences in SiC crystals, and thus to the so-called polytypes.
1
The cubic zinc blende crystal structure shown in Fig. 2(a) is characterized by an identical orientation of all bilayers in the crystal. As the atomic geometry is repeated every three bilayers along the c axis this crystal structure is commonly denoted as 3C polytype (3 layers, Cubic). By rotating adjacent bilayers by 60
• a Wurtzite crystal structure could be constructed which, for some reason, is not stable in the case of SiC. Nevertheless, SiC polytypes exist which consist of slabs of two or three identically oriented bilayers which in turn are stacked in mutually rotated orientation. In Figs. 2(b) and 2(c) the crystal structure is displayed for a 4H polytype consisting of slabs of two and a 6H polytype consisting of slabs of three identically oriented bilayers, respectively. Those polytypes have hexagonal lattice symmetry (thus the letter H) with a periodicity along the c axis of four and six layers, respectively. For simplicity we refer to the two mutual orientations of adjacent bilayers as cubic (for identical) and hexagonal (for rotated) stacking. Alternatively, the stacking sequence can be described using a notation which was introduced by Ramsdell 14 and is based on assigning letters to the individual bilayers indicating their relative lateral position, as also shown in Fig. 2 . From the letter combination we can draw the actual stacking sequence. A sequence of three different letters indicates identically oriented bilayers, i.e. a cubic type of stacking. A letter being repeated within three layers indicates a mutual rotation, i.e. a hexagonal type of stacking. • rotation configurations S2* and S1* are identical to S1 and S2. The layer orientation and stacking sequence is indicated by the Si-C bond train parallel to the (1120) projection plane.
On a SiC surface parallel to the hexagonal bilayers which actually is the basal plane orientation in hexagonal lattice symmetry, different surface terminating stacking sequences can be present and have to be considered in the crystallographic analysis. Each individual layer of the bulk unit cell can constitute the outermost surface layer. For 4H-SiC this results in four different possibilities, as displayed in Fig. 3 . We denote shortly the different stacking sequences according to the depth of the bilayer orientation change, i.e. S1, S2, S1* and S2*, whereby S1* and S2* are identically to S1 and S2 except for a 60
• rotation of the whole semi-infinite crystal.
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Consequently, for a 6H-SiC we should expect three different types of stacking terminations, S1, S2 and S3 and their rotated equivalents S1*, S2* and S3*.
Surface Analysis Techniques
In this paper we describe the crystallographic analyses of the three reconstructed phases on hexagonal SiC surfaces mentioned in the introduction which were prepared either by ex situ hydrogen treatment or by Si deposition and annealing in vacuum. The surface analytical experiments were performed in a stainless steel ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) chamber equipped with a sample introduction stage, a scanning tunneling microscope (STM), four-grid backview low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) optics and a 150
• spherical sector analyzer for Auger electron spectroscopy (AES). In UHV the samples could be heated by electron bombardment and cooled to liquid nitrogen temperature. From a solid source electron beam Si evaporator the surface could be exposed to Si flux during the heating procedure. STM and AES were used to provide direct experimental information about the atomic arrangement in the topmost surface layer and the surface stoichiometry, respectively, which was necessary to reduce the number of feasible models to be considered in the crystallographic analyses. For these detailed analyses LEED spot intensities [I(E) spectra] were measured using a computer-controlled, video-based data acquisition system. 16 The atomic geometries of the different surface phases were determined using full dynamical LEED intensity calculations and in particular the tensor LEED perturbation method.
16,17 The Pendry R factor R p 18 guided an automated search algorithm 19 which identified the best-fit structure including the relative weights of domains exhibiting different surface layer stacking. A holographic interpretation of the LEED spot intensities in addition facilitated a further reduction of the model variety in the structural analysis in the case of the (3×3) reconstruction.
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Samples of different polytype and polarity from different sources were used in the course of our investigations. This included pieces of bulk-grown wafers in (0001) orientation and epitaxial layers grown by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) 21 in the case of SiC(0001) samples. Only for the LEED investigation of the (3×3) phase did we use a 3C-SiC(111) film sample which was grown on Si(111). Due to the absence of twinning in this film sample and thus the exclusive presence of one bilayer orientation on this surface, the experimental LEED pattern has a reduced symmetry which allowed to obtain a larger data set on the one hand and to simplify the structure analysis on the other hand.
Silicate Monolayers on
SiC(0001) and SiC(0001)
In the case of SiC the removal of preparation-induced damage such as cutting and polishing scratches cannot be performed by the common technique of in vacuo ion bombardment (sputtering) and annealing due to the considerably different vapor pressure values for Si and C. At the temperatures required for a recrystallization of the sputter-damaged layers, carbonization of the surface takes place. Consequently, SiC samples have to be initially prepared by an ex situ treatment which typically consists of a thermal oxidation and the removal of the so-called sacrificial oxide by etching in hydrofluoric acid (HF). SiC(0001) and SiC(0001) samples prepared in such a manner typically display a (1×1) LEED pattern corresponding to the periodicity of a SiC bilayer together with some diffuse background [cf. Fig. 4(a) ]. LEED structure analyses of several such samples of different polytypes and polarity indeed determined the surface geometry to consist of unreconstructed SiC bilayers, however, covered by a submonolayer amount of oxygen or hydrogen statistically adsorbed on top of the topmost atoms of the bilayer. 15, [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] An improvement of this situation can be achieved by a hydrogen etching procedure similar to a typical preparation step used before epitaxial SiC growth experiments. 27, 28 When the sample is annealed in a quartz tube (e.g. in a CVD reactor) to 1500
• C under continuous H 2 gas flow at atmospheric pressure, a (
• LEED pattern with bright and sharp spots and practically no background is observed immediately after transfer of the sample into the UHV chamber without any further treatment (no HF dip, no outgassing). The quality of the LEED pattern indicates a high degree of order by far exceeding the quality of the usual (1×1) surfaces obtained after ex situ preparation. Noteworthy is that this kind of well-ordered (
• phase can be obtained on surfaces of both polarity as shown in Figs. 4(b) and 4(c) for 4H-SiC(0001) and 6H-SiC(0001), respectively. On both surfaces AES clearly reveals the presence of oxygen. From the O KLL signal (peak-to-peak height in comparison to the Si and C signals) the amount of oxygen can roughly be estimated to about one monolayer. The fine structure of the Si LV V signal with an additional component around 65 eV indicates a SiO 2 type bonding of the oxygen. Both the ( √ 3× √ 3)R30
• LEED pattern with its I(E) spectra and the oxygenrelated features in AES are stable against annealing up to 1000
• C, indicating that the oxygen atoms are part of the reconstruction pattern on the surface. In 
• phase with streaks between the integer order spots after 20 min annealing at 1000
full agreement with these experimental observations, the LEED structure analyses performed for both surfaces determined a Si 2 O 3 monolayer to reside above an otherwise bulk-truncated crystal with convincing Pendry R factors of 0.20 for the 4H-SiC(0001) and 0.14 for the 6H-SiC(0001) surface. This adlayer is formed by a honeycomb-like arranged sublayer of two Si atoms per (
• unit cell connected by twofold-coordinated oxygen atoms in a sublayer 0.47Å above the Si atoms. The Si 2 O 3 layer, which we denotes as the silicate layer as it strongly resembles the layer structure in sheet silicates, is found in practically identical geometry 5,29 on both surface polarities [displayed in Fig. 5(a) ]. As depicted also in the figure, the only significant difference between SiC(0001) and SiC(0001) is visible in the connection of the silicate layer to the topmost substrate SiC bilayer: on SiC(0001) the two are directly connected by a Si-C bond (panel b) while on SiC(0001) a linear Si-O-Si bridge mediates the contact (panel c). On both surface orientations the oxygen atoms saturate all bonds of the silicate adlayer; only one of the three Si or C bonds in the topmost substrate bilayer is not saturated with only threefold coordination. This may explain the stability of the structures in UHV and even against exposure to air ambient.
The origin of the silicate adlayer reconstruction found after hydrogen etching and introduction into the UHV chamber remains unresolved from our study. We can only speculate that by the hydrogen treatment a (
• periodicity is somehow impressed on the surface, which then serves as an ordered seed for the rapid oxidation resulting in the silicate type structure. The ordered seed structure obviously is necessary for the reconstruction to develop, otherwise it should have been also observed in earlier investigations of ex situ prepared surfaces. With the initial order absent oxygen adsorption and reaction proceeds statistically on all available sites, i.e. in a (1×1) lattice gas disorder. The lack of such an ordered seed may even be one of the reasons for the poor electronic quality of thermally oxidized 
30-33 However, the structure of the ordered adlayer being remarkably similar to that of bulk SiO 2 certainly is intuitive, leading to the speculation that it might serve as seed to deposit thicker oxide films. Indeed, the lateral unit vector of the (
• periodic lattice matches that of bulk SiO 2 within 95%. The only difference between our silicate monolayer and the bulk structure of a high temperature SiO 2 phase known as β-tridymite is the position of the Si atoms. In the bulk structure a silicate layer consists of three sublayers with the Si atoms alternatingly positioned below and above the oxygen atoms. Hypothetically, the silicate adlayer found on SiC can be transformed to this structure simply by shifting one of the two Si atoms in the unit cell upwards in this upper Si sublayer position. This situation is schematically drawn in Fig. 6 , with the arrow depicting the displacement from the monolayer silicate position (full circle) to the bulk silicate position (open circle).
Dangling Bond Saturation in the (3×3) Phase on SiC(0001)
A surface prepared ex situ whether it displays (1×1) or (
• periodicity can be transformed into different ordered phases in UHV by annealing with or without an additional supply of Si from the evaporator [for a survey of these phases, see Ref. 15 for SiC(0001) and Ref. 34 for SiC(0001)]. We concentrate on two silicon-rich phases on SiC(0001), namely the (3×3) and the (
• phase. The (3×3) phase on SiC(0001), which was discovered by Kaplan, 35 can be prepared by annealing the sample at temperatures around 800-850
• C under simultaneous deposition of Si from the electron beam evaporator. 36 As expected from the method of preparation, AES and electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) indicated the surface to be enriched in Si which has to be arranged in some kind of Si adlayer. 35 The reconstruction geometry of the phase was originally proposed 35 to be a (3×3) derivative of the dimer-adatom stacking fault model (DAS), which is well known from the (7×7)-Si(111). However, STM images clearly rule out this possibility as there is only one prominent (adatom-like) structure visible per unit cell, 23, 37 as depicted in Fig. 7(a) . Yet, the presence of only a single adatom type structural element per unit cell made this (3×3) phase a perfect candidate for the first application of a holographic interpretation of LEED data 38 to an unknown surface structure. It is a principal requirement for this technique in order to be used with an ordered superstructure that a single atom per unit cell exists in a position above the other surface atoms so that it can serve as a beam splitter dividing the incoming electron wave into an object and a reference wave. surrounding of the adatom using experimental LEED patterns [cf. Fig. 4(c) ] is shown in Fig. 7(b) and reveals the position of the adatom to be in a T 4 type site, i.e. in a threefold hollow site on top of an additional atom immediately underneath. 41 The three atoms forming the hollow site are positioned in a plane 1.3Å below, the additional atom another 1.3Å below this plane.
A correlation with the adlayer picture as drawn from AES and EELS would assign these four nextneighbor atoms to be part of the Si adlayer with a single adatom on top as seen in STM and the fifth adatom that can be seen in the holographic reconstruction once again underneath the adatom (2.0Å further below) to belong to the topmost SiC substrate bilayer. With this partial model of the (3×3) unit cell at hand, a variety of models for the complete structure could already be ruled out. 42 The remaining unresolved part of the unit cell and the detailed positions of the atoms on the surface were then determined by both quantitative LEED structure analysis and density functional theory (DFT).
3, 43 The LEED analysis for this complicated structure yielded a Pendry R factor of 0.19. The optimized model contains and corroborates all features drawn from the experimental evidence, i.e. the T 4 adatom position, and the presence of a Si adlayer that in turn is covering the topmost SiC substrate bilayer. The structural fit shows that the Si adlayer covers the complete surface without corner holes which were demanded in a model suggested by Kulakov et al. 37 Due to a rotational displacement within the adlayer [cf. Fig. 8(a) ] the interatomic distances can assume values between 2.31Å and 2.35Å, which is close to the value of 2.35Å for an ideal Si-Si bond length. In addition, as shown in Fig. 8(b) , all atoms are situated in a single layer being threefold-coordinated to their Si neighbors with 120
• bond angles and onefold-coordinated to the Si atoms of the substrate bilayer. Thus, these Si atoms are effectively sp 2 -hybridized and their four bonds fully saturated. The only and single remaining dangling bond per unit cell is located at the Si adatom. This provides a very effective passivation of the surface which, on the one hand, explains the stability of the (3×3) superstructure. On the other hand, it can also explain the good homoepitaxial growth possible under Si-rich growth conditions. It had been observed that good quality epitaxial layers of the same polytype as already present in the substrate can be obtained in CVD using a Si-rich gas mixture. 44, 45 In MBE experiments under Si-rich conditions which also lead to homoepitaxial growth, a (3×3) superstructure was observed using reflectionhigh energy electron diffraction (RHEED).
8,46 A successful growth process in this manner requires the substrate to be cut slightly tilted with respect to the basal plane, i.e. the so-called off-axis orientation. On such a substrate with the (3×3) phase present the surface passivation leads to a high mobility of incoming particles such that they can diffuse along the terraces until they are attached to a step. The new material continues the periodic structure of the bilayer that is terminated at the step and thus reproduces the stacking sequence of the substrate as it is exposed at the steps. So, a step flow growth mode is established that leads to a homo-polytype epitaxy. Corroborating this picture, it had been noted that in the case of a too small off-axis angle with correspondingly large terraces the step flow growth mode fails to develop and homoepitaxy cannot be established. 47 
Stacking Rearrangement in the (
Annealing a (3×3) periodic surface at around 1000
• C for about 30 min leads to the development of a new (
• phase. 23, 35 Alternatively this structure can be obtained by heating the ex situ prepared sample ((
• silicate or (1×1) phase) at 950
• C, as shown previously. 48, 49 However, the two (
• phases are clearly distinguishable from each other both by their composition as drawn from AES and by the LEED spot intensities. In contrast to the ex situ structures, the new phase contains no oxygen and has nearly bulklike Si/C stoichiometry. It can, in fact, also be prepared starting from any surface phase by annealing at 1000-1100
• C under simultaneous Si deposition 50 to compensate for the Si depletion caused by the heating procedure. However, the difficult balance between Si depletion and deposition makes this third preparation method rather delicate and the phase often fails to develop in perfect order.
LEED structure analyses carried out for all three preparation methods on a 4H-SiC(0001) sample found similar reconstruction geometries with Pendry R factors of 0.11-0.13. The surface is characterized by a single Si adatom in T 4 position on top of a SiC substrate bilayer, as shown in Fig. 9(a) . The main
• phase on SiC(0001) displayed in a side view projection along the [1120] direction. (a) Si adatom fourfold-coordinated to three Si and one C atom of the topmost substrate bilayer. Geometry parameters as given in Table 1 are indicated. (b) Different stacking terminations denoted S1, S2 or S3 according to the number of identically oriented bilayers at the surface. Note that the S3 termination is breaking the 4H bulk stacking sequence. Table 1 . Structural parameters as defined in Fig. 9(a) i.e. ±0.05Å). In these geometry parameters the resulting structure agrees well with earlier theoretical calculations using DFT 13, 52, 53 and very recent work using X-ray diffraction (XRD) 54 as listed in Table 1 . In fact, with this confirmation of the DFT results a long-standing problem could be resolved that originated from the experimental observation of a semiconducting nature of the surface by ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS), 55 inverse photoelectron spectroscopy (IPS) 56 and recently by scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS).
57 Theoretically this surface gap can only be explained by including large electronic correlation effects using a Mott-Hubbard type model. 58 In addition, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) 55 and a quantumchemical theoretical approach 59 had predicted different models for the (
• structure. This called for a crystallographic clarification.
However, while in neither DFT nor XRD investigations was the surface terminating stacking sequence considered as a variable parameter, our LEED analysis finds significant differences in this respect for the three preparation methods which can also explain subtle deviations found in the I(E) spectra for the three recipes. In fact, for the preparation method of annealing a (3×3) phase the structure cannot be fitted using the S1 and S2 type stacking as discussed in Fig. 3 . A correspondingly bad R factor of 0.26 could only be reduced by allowing domains with S3 stacking which should not be expected on the 4H-SiC sample [cf. Fig. 9(b) ]. Then, however, the R factor drops to R p = 0.11. In the optimized structure a fraction of 65% of the surface consists of domains with this unusual stacking sequence, i.e. three identically oriented bilayers at the topmost surface which is incompatible with the 4H bulk stacking but is the basic element of 3C and 6H SiC polytypes. The area of the surface covered with these domains strongly depends on the amount of silicon exposure during the preparation of the (
• phase. When prepared directly by heating in a smaller Si flux, we find only 35% of the surface covered by S3-terminated areas; when prepared from anex situ pretreated sample by heating alone, a negligible amount of the surface displays S3 stacking. 60 The respective domain weights are listed in Table 2 .
This latter result may be a key issue for the growth of polytype heterostructures as such a S3 surface termination might serve as seed for the development of a different polytype such as 3C-or 6H-SiC. It is important to note that the mechanism of the stacking rearrangement does not proceed via a rotation of a bilayer already present. This would require a large number of S1 type domains to be present in the initial surface before the (
• phase develops, which to the contrary are present only with 15%. It is rather that an additional bilayer is attached to S2 type domains as a result of a severe roughening of the surface during the (3×3) to (
• transformation. In this transformation stage the LEED pattern contains streaks and additional spot as depicted in Fig. 4 (e) before the (
• phase develops in full order (panel f). In the same stage of the transformation in STM large mesa type structures are found with different local periodicities on top, as shown in Fig. 10 . In both the initial (3×3) and the final (
• situation the surface shows large flat terraces indicating the rough surface being characteristic for the phase transformation. So, it appears that it is not primarily the reconstruction geometry that causes the stacking rearrangement. Rather, the Si-rich conditions present initially when annealing the (3×3) phase seem to be the key ingredient. The disappearance of the mesas with the excess Si finally desorbing must be accompanied by a considerable material transport which enables the new bilayer to form. It continues the orientation of the layers already present and thus forms a cubic stacking inconsistent with the 4H bulk structure. That is obviously caused by the excess silicon in view of the S3 termination being found only when the surface is Si-enriched during the preparation. This is supported in addition by the fact that the area of S3 stacking is reduced again when the surface is further heated in reduced Si flux [the method that immediately results in the ( √ 3 × √ 3)R30
• structure]. So, even if the cubic stacking of the new layer may be slightly favored by the ( √ 3× √ 3)R30
• reconstruction geometry due to subtle energetic differences (which we cannot decide from the present results), it is certainly initiated by the silicon enrichment and the mesa disappearance. We recall that on an ex situ pretreated sample with only S2 and S1 domains 5 no appreciable stacking rearrangement is observed when the ( √ 3 × √ 3)R30
• phase is formed by annealing alone. This indicates that the unusual surface layer stacking requires a kinetic effect that is more important than small energy differences.
Conclusion
Three different reconstruction phases on hexagonal SiC surfaces were structurally analyzed using LEED, STM and AES. The detailed geometry of each structure explains or promises a direct relevancy for the technological application of SiC in electronic devices. A well-ordered Si 2 O 3 can be generated by an ex situ hydrogen etching treatment of the SiC samples prior to their introduction into the UHV chamber. This silicate monolayer might represent a perfect seeding layer for the deposition of well-ordered thick SiO 2 films, thus overcoming the difficulties imposed by the poor quality of the SiC-oxide interface conventionally obtained by thermal oxidation. The (3×3) phase prepared in UVH by annealing under simultaneous deposition of Si is well saturated, enabling a step flow to develop in epitaxial growth experiments which leads to good homoepitaxial and homopolytype CVD and MBE layers. Finally, a change of polytypes might be induced during growth, possibly allowing the development of polytype heterojunctions and perodic heterostructures by using the evidence from the structure analysis of the in situ prepared Si-adatom ( √ 3 × √ 3)R30
• reconstruction where by carefully controlling the preparation procedure a surface stacking sequence can be induced that breaks the periodic stacking of the substrate polytype. These findings indicate a strong relevancy of detailed structural properties of surface phases for growth and other technological applications that can only be understood when the structure is analyzed in detail as carried out in the present work by LEED crystallography.
